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The K11owledge nf HN1li11g is the lirsl cinematk effon 10 reconl 
and illlroduce 1ime-te,1ed, mysterious, Tibelan medicine to a 
Wes.tern audience. The film. through interview!. with Tibetan 

doctor:-. patient~. scienti~ls. and 1he current Dalai Lama, explains the 
philosophic aspects of Tibetan medicine and the methods. of Tibetan 
treat men ls. as well fu. the extraordinary effecti vcness of Tibetan med
icinal herbs. 

The film begins with illu:,tr:ltions of Tibetan medicinal plants. 
Yuthog from Gyant.sc wrote an original book on Tibetan medicine 
during the eleventh century. The Tw11ra 1{( /nstruclirms. the third vol
ume or his writing. contains Cyurchi or The K11owled11e of Healing, 
tl1c four-part fundamental text. Desi Riopoche of the seventh century 
used the Tantra as a base to describe 1.600 illnesses and illuslrnted 
the medical knowledge on seventy-nine Lhangkas. 

11'1, believed th:11 at the beginning of a life and at 1h1e center of 
the fetus, three vesl>eb in three directions respectively fonn the brain. 
the sexual organ. and the blood. Jn addition. some 24.000 channels 
and three different things govern 1he human bo<ly: bile. phlegm. and 
movement which respectively represent heal/lire. lluidi:/earth, and 
water/wind. When these elements are out uf balance. wse:ase results. 
Tibetan physicians diagnose lhe disease of u patient by reading the 
pulses at three positions on bmh wrist~ of the patient with three left 
fingers and three right fingers. Each position is read at a minimum of 
six levels or depths. 

Tibetan medicine, which grew in parallel with and has similari
ties Lo both Ayurvedic and Tr.iditional Chinese Meditine, has several 
major treatment methods. such as cupping (evacuating the air from 
an upside-down cup by burning a small piece of paper inside. then 
quickly placing the cup over a ~elected area on the skin), .and Lbe use 
of moxa (holding the burning tip of an incense-stick-type stick of 
garlic-glued moxa, an herb. over specific points on the body). 

The film info1ms about the remarkable healing powl!r of "Gem 
Pills." The medicine cured a patient with a deteriorating kidney, 
allowed a paralyzed girl, as isted by her own hands . to sit up 
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and move her legs. and healed some fount:en paticnti. out of 
twenty-two who were exposed to radiation during the nuclear 
catastrophe of Russia. 

Among thirty-live Tibetan plants and fruits with known healing 
effects is myrobnlan. known 111 be a universal cure for all kinds of 
diseases and to act as a catalyst for other herbs to worl-.. Scientific 
research also demonstrate~ that the Tibetan plant padma has proven 
effec1ive in healing athcrosclerotic plaque and malignant tumors. 
several examples of which are shown in the tilm. 

Franz Reichie has made an obvious effo,t to meticulously um.I 
objectively record Tibetan medicine. The filming purposely fol lowed 
the life rhythm of 1he Tibetan people, slow and plain by we~tern 
standards, and there is no Engli~h narrator. While English subtitles 
are provided, the white or bright background often makes them 
blurred or invisible. The film often zooms in for long minutes on the 
dull motfon of an iron wheel grinding herbs. All require audience 
patience. Tl": K11ow/edgl' 1~/' Heali11g is an excel lent documentary 
film for medical and biochemical students as well as for those inter
ested in Tibet;)n culture. ■ 
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